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A Theory on Financial· Growth Analysis of
Farm Management and Its Application

--Growth Analysis and Situation of Jiritsu Dairy Farms--

Kiyoshi KAMEGAI

In this paper a theory of financial growth analysis of farm management is pre

sented, and the theory is applied to the actual farm management data in Japan.

Financial growth analysis is financial analysis and planning of growth of farm

management through investment and financing. It also means a growth analysis

using financial statements such as balance sheets and income statements. The

theory of financial growth analysis explained here uses the growth of equity of farm

management as a basic criterion of the financial growth~ The theory is applied to

the data of jiritsu dairy farms collected by Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry, &

Fishery for the period of 1970 - 1987.

A Study on Scope and Method of
Managerial Accounting at Farm Corporations

Shiro INAMoTo

This paper attempts to identify areas and a method of analyzing managerial

accounting of farm corporations. First, legal types of farm corporations were com

pared with large firms in non-agricultural sectors, particularly regarding differences

in accounting between small family farm in agriculture and large firms in non-agri

cultural sectors from perspectives of formal, practical, and economic aspects.

Second, areas and characteristics of management system of farm corporations are

analyzed. Finally, possibility and limitations of applying managerial accounting

systems of large firms in non-'agricultural sectors for corporations in agricultural sec

tor are analytically evaluated.
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An Investigation of Improvements in the System of
Self-Accounting Book-Keeping,

Toshio KATsURA

Self-Accounting Book-Keeping was created by Professor Masao OOTSUKI of

Kyoto University in 1934. This is the prototype and the most improved types of

agricultural book-keeping in Japan.

For the improvement of the book-keeping system it is necessarry to investigate

the system practically by actually keeping the book, and to improve its· system

theoretically. In this paper the improvements of Self-Accounting Book-Keeping

are ivestigated as follows:

1) Creation of Self-Accounting Book Keeping.

2) Change of names of the system and its author.

3) Improvements in cash transaction method.

4) Improvements in labor day book;

5) Improvements in transaction items.

Showing on the Flow of Funds Statement
for Family Farm Economy

Misaku TSUNEAKI

There have been many discussions for funds on business enterprises, since

"Where-got, Where-gone" under the title of "Their Construction and Interpreta

tion for Business Men and Students of Affairs"was written by W.M. Cole in

Accounts 1908. But in a field of account for farm' family, the discussion of funds

or cash-flow has been not always enough for his management of farm and house

hold. Therefore, it is necessary to clarify meaning of cash-flow accounting, con

cept of funds and way of showing on the flow of funds statement, for family farm

economy. The major results are as follows; 1) The meaning of cash-flow account

ing for farm family is to have continuously a capacity for payment with taking in

formations of cash-flow and financial fluctuation from accounting~ 2) ,Not merely

cash on hand, but also ordinary, time and installment deposit or savings should be

included into the concept of funds in the case of farm family. 3) In order to show
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thellowoffundsstatements both on farm activities and household activities, setting

account titles and record rules must be·previously designed in the concrete.

A .Study about Farm· management
and Personal Computer

Yuzo SHIRAKAWA

In 1977, One of the first personal computer was made by Apple Computer.

This computer was named Appel. After that, personal compuer has been highly

developed. Ten years.· ago, Farm. Accounting System using personal computer

wasn't s() useful.. Becouse, kanji couldn't be used and the operation .of personal

computer was difficult. But now,more than 3000 farms in Japan use personal

computers for farm management. In these days,personalcomputers are veryim

portant for farm management informations system.

Resource Allocation and Dependences
between· Sections

Hironori ONO

The notions of dependences between sections must be clarified and established

in order to analyze the efficiency of resource allocation between sections in the

organization.· In this paper these dependences are defined and classified in com
parison with· externalities •• between firms.

Then, .as one apllication· of the notions. of dependences to the real world, de

pendences between sections in the organization of the agricultural cooperation are

explained. Based on this analysis,. the economic meaning of "sogosei", which is

the important merit of the management in the cooperation with some sections, are

sought in the viewpoint of the efficiency of resource allocation in stead of the tradi

tional view.
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Inter-regional, Inter-seasonal and Time Series Analysis
of Rice Production Cost in Thailand

Hiroshi TSUJII

Based on my paper regarding the method of collecting, estimating and present
ing the rice production cost of Thailand appeared in the twenty first issue· of this

journal, inter-regional, inter-seasonal and time series analysis of the cost is con

ducted.
The major findings are as follows:

1. The main-season production cost in real term has declined by about twenty

percent from 1973 to 1987. The off-season cost in real term has also de
clined by about forty percent from 1974 to 1987.

2. It is found from the comparison of rice production cost structures between
main-season and. off-season that the production technologies used in these

two seasons are very different. In main-peason, rice is produced using
large amount of labor and draft animals, while using almost no modern in

puts such as fertilizers and chemicals. In the off-season, however, modern

and intersive rice production technology using machines, fertilizers, and

chemicals is used.
3. The off-season average production cost per unit of paddy produced is

about twenty percent cheaper than main-season, mainly because paddy

yield in off-season is about twice as large as main-season.

4. Inter-regionally, paddy has been produced at highest cost in the Northeast
Region, and at the lowest cost in the North Region .

. A Study on the Choice of the Variety
of Shiitake Mushroom Spawn

Kazushige NISHII

Since the discovery of the pure culture methode of shiitake mushroom spawn,
the production of shiitake mushroom has steadily increased. More than 260 culti

vars (varieties) among the spawns on the market were analysed by the Forestry
Agency and the numbers of reported spawn makers amounted to 126 in 1983.
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This study intended to analyse the relation between the degree of the necessity

of the choice and the criteria of the choice for shiitake mushroom cultivators.

The result indicated mushroom cultivator's characteristic process of the choice

of variety. "As the important purpose of the improvement of variety was generally

to increase the adaptability to natural phenomena, the natural condition played an

important role for. the crop caltivators to decide their varieties. But for the

mushroom cultivators, owing to spawn makers' great efforts for its improvement,

the process of their choice was different from the other crops cultivators.

Study on Structure of Wagyu Caw-calf Operations and
Direction of Development in the Operation

Yoko NIIYAMA

The beef import liberation is right around the corner, and the beef farming in

Japan is facing a new stage. In addition, domestic situation of beef farming is

changing radically, and some serious problems are emerging. These problems are

such that the age of farmers is getting higher and higher, and that it is very difficult

to get successors. Since farming has succeeded by a lineal ascendant in Japan, the

above two problems directly result in decrease in number of farms raising beef cat

tle, and thus, decrease in the beef supply itself. It should be noticed that these

changes are occurring most radically in the field of Wagyu caw-calf operations,

which is at present the most quality-competitive internationally.

The aim of this study is as follows. Firstly, we reveal the trend of beef pro

duction .and clarify those problems. Through analyzing number of farms raising

beef cattle, number of beef cattle being raised and farmer's age by cow herd size.

Secondly, we clarify the direction of divelopment in beef farming.. We parti

cularaize the subjects of farm size, farm organization and farm efficiency.

Thirdly, we present a feasible model of Wagyu caw-calf operation, which is ex

pected to show higher performance. We will check the model with some cases.
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Forecast of Financial Management
of Large-scale Beef Farms

Isao YOKOMIZO

We forecast that many Japanese beef farms will be damaged ·by liberalization

of Japanese beef markets. The objective of this paper is to present a forecasting

method of beef farms' financial management, and actually apply this method to

four beef farms which belong to an agricultural co-operative in Ehime prefecture.

A recursive linear programming was used this method

The features of this method are as follows:

(1) Beef farms' financial flow which is brought about by supplying the money

of A agricultural to co-operative is incorporated in a programming models

as behavioral constraints.

(2) The objective function is surplus of beef farm household economy in cash

basis.

(3) In this model, the optimum combination of Japanese beef cattle and fat

ting dairy breed bulls is decided.

If we give the balance of the short-term liability and the quick asset at the

head of a vcar as behavioral constrains to this model, we can get the balance of

those al the end of a year as the optimum solution, and likewise the balance of

those at the end of a year becomes the balance of those at the head of the next

year, and automatically the balance of those at the head of the next year becomes

behavioral constraints for the next year's forecasting.

Transaction Form and Opportunism of Potatoes
for Starch and Potato Chips

Atsuyuki ASAMI

There. are mainly three ways of using potatoes, that is, 1) eating, 2) making

starch, and 3) making chips. Potatoes for eating are transacted through a

wholesale competitive "spot market" by auction. But potatoes for .starch are

transactedJrom farms to agricultual cooperative starch process factory directly,

which means "internal transaction". Potatoes for chips are sold frpmfarms to
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chips makers under the continuing contract, which means "customer market", I

explain why such differences of transaction form occur by the concept "opportun

ism" in the case study of Tokachi Area, Hokkaido.

Opportunism is defined as strategic behavior to realize individual advantage,

involving self-interest seeking with guile. If either of saleror buyer transacts

opportunistidy, distorted equilibrium point, which is advantageous to either, will be

realized on the contract curve.
Before the forms of internal .transaction .and customer market; continuing

transaction forms are spread, Potatoes for starch and chips were transacted through

imperfect spot market system. In this system either of saler or buyer was apt to

transact opportunistidy.

As for starch potatoes, the processors of starch· abused the information impact

edness opportunistidy, so the price of potatoes was reduced under the real price,

which was advantageous to processors. Then farmer's cooperative began to oper

ate process factory by themselves to exclude opportunism and actualize the real

price.

As to chips potatoes, when the demand of potatoes increased suddenly in 1970

concerned with EXPO '70, farmers broak their one-year contracts and raised the

price too high opportunisticly. So there happened a lot of chips maker's bankrupt

cy.. Then now, makers become making continuing contracts with farmers to keep

the price constant.

I conclude that, concerned with potatoes for starch and chips, continuing trans
action forms are spread in stead of spot market to exclude opportunism.

Consumers'· Consciousness and· Behavior
toward Process.edFood Consumption

Yuko KAMO

Analysis. of data gathered from the· questionnairs to housewives concerning

consumers' consciousness and behabior toward processed food consumption can be

summarized, cOl11pareing the case of meat products with the case ofpickled vege

tables as follows:

1) In varioUs respects, consumers' belief towerd the advantage of taking meat

products is stronger than that of taking pickled vegetables.

2) Consumers choose product more. carefully paying attension to the quality

when they buy meat products than when they buy pickled vegetables.
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3) The major source which gives the information about the quality of product

to the consumers is different between meat products and pickled veget

ables.

4) Consequently, the contrast between meat products and pickled vegetables

concerning consumers' consciousness and behabior to~ard product con

sumption as mensioned above seems to be caused by the difference of his

tory, kind of useable dish, technology used for food processing industory,

etc. between these two processed foods.

Environmental Accounting and Policy for
Regional Agriculture

Takeshi MIYAZAKI

Economic factors which determine the rent for environment preservation by

agriculture are the solvency of government or consumer and the amount claimed

from farmer. Environmental policy for regional agriculture is approvable when the

solvency is over the amount claimed from farmer.

Land use control techniques which assist agricultural land protection and pre

servation in urbanizing area fall into three major categories: zoning, direct acquisi

tion, economic assistance for farmers. They are a part of environmental policy for

regional agriculture. Zoning is one of the most common mandatory techniques to

preserve farmland. Direct acquisition consist of purchase of development rights,

purchase lease-back, transfer of development rights, etc. Economic assistance for

farmers consist of preferential tax, subsidy, etc.

Two case study designed to assist in understanding agricultural land use control

techniques are reported. First case is the technique of zoning and subsidy in Ichi

kawa City. Second case is the technique of zoning and purchase lease-back in

Asuka Village.

A Study on the Farm Mechanization and
Institutional Financing in Korea

Youngman LEE

The objective of this study is to investigate the optimal interest rate of the in

stitutional financing for farm mechanization.
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Interest rate of institutional financing to improve farm mechanization is lower

than interest rate of other financing because of internal capital rationing in agri

cultural sector and the gap between private rate of return and social rate. Farmers

thought that return rate of farm machinery investment had been low and unstable,
had been come out long term. Therefore, interest rate of institutional financing of

farm machinery investment has to be lower than market interest rate.
The return rate of farm machinery was computed by sample surveys. The re

turn rate. of tractor, power tiller and binder was less than 10%, except transplanter

and combine harvester. Especially, the return rate of binder and grain dryer was

negative. Therefore, interest rate of institutional financing must be lowered.

The History of Farmers' Education Institutions
and a New Farmers' College

--With Special Reference to Farmers' College in Kyoto Prefecture--

Kumaji KASUMI

Shortage of successors to farm managers has been a serious problem. But no

fundamental solution to this problem has been instituted. Agricultural extension

system has tackled this problem based on the farmers' college, but not much suc

cess has been attained.
The reasons for this failure are as follows:

(1) The objectives of the college are, educating farm managers and training

specialists, and thus the farmers' college could not specialize in one

objective.

(2) The most of the students come from nonfarms or part-time farms.

(3) The sizes of the farms where the students come are too small.

The directions to improve the farmers' college are as follows:

(1) The establishment of an education course for farm managers in newly re
clamated areasconstruct(~dby government programs.

(2) Education of agricultural specialists for local governments, agricultural

organizations, and agribusinesses who can contribute to the revitalization

of rural area.
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